1.
Introduction. In an earlier paper [3] we proved the existence of universal connections for connections in bundles with a compact Lie group as structure group. In this paper we extend this result to the case of an arbitrary connected Lie group (Theorem 1). The proof of this theorem does not depend on [3] . However, this result does not include Theorem 1 of [3] ' which is more precise in that it asserts that the canonical connections in the Stiefel bundles themselves are universal for connections in unitary or orthogonal bundles. The latter is useful in some applications.
Since any two connections on a principal bundle differ by a 1-form of the adjoint type, one can reduce the problem of finding a universal connection to one of finding a universal 1-form of the adjoint type (? 3). Regarding the latter problem we prove the following more general result (Theorem 2): if p is a finite dimensional representation of a connected Lie group G and n and p are non-negative integers, then there exists a n-universal p-form of type p. (For the definition of forms of type p see ? 2.) This problem is essentially one for compact Lie groups (? 6) since the structure group of a G-bundle P can be reduced to a maximal compact subgroup K of G, and forms of type p on P are precisely forms on P obtained by extending forms of type p IK (restriction of p to K) on the reduced bundle (? 2). It should be remarked, however, that the existence of universal connections for a connected Lie group does not follow immediately from that for compact Lie groups, since not every connection on a G-bundle is the extension of a conlnection on a reduced K-bundle. (For instance, the holonomy group of a connection got by extension will have to be contained in K). In the case of connections, Theorem 2 seems to be necessary for passing from the compact to the general case. In our procedure, however, Theorem 2 implies at once Theorem 1 without passing through the compact case.
In the case when G is the orthogonal group 0 (k) and p is the natural representation, an n-universal p-form is constructed explicitly (? 4 Let G1, G, be two Lie groups and f: G1-> G, a homomorphism. Let Tf be the fulnctor which associates to every G-bundle P the G,-bundle Tf(P) over the same base obtained by extension of the structure group by f. We recall that the total space of Tf (P) is the orbit space of P X G, under the action of G1 given by ($,g9)g1= (dg1,f(g1)-1g2) for ECP, gE GU1, g2E GU, The action of G, on P X GU defined by (d, g9)g,'= (d, g2g2') for t C ,P g2, g2`' G2 commutes with the above action of G1 and hence G2 operates on Tf (P) and makes of it a G2-bundle. Moreover, if 4: P P-> ' is a G1-morphism, the G,-morphism Tf(1?): Tf(P) -> Tf(P') is induced by the map (4, g2) -> (1($),g2) of P X G, into P'X G2U Let q be the projection P X G2-> Tf(P) and if the map(, e) of P into Tf(P).
We We deduce Theorem 1 from the following theorem which seems to be of independent interest. THEOREM 2. Let G be a connected Lie group and p a finiite dimensional representation of G. Let n and p be two non-negative integers. Then ther-e exist a principal G-bundle E and a p-formr aO of type p on E such that any p-form of type p on a principal G-bundle P with base of dimension ? n is the inverse image of ao by a G-moorphism of P into E. Moreover, the bundle E can be chosen to be classifying for dimension ? n.
Remar-ks. 1. A p-form (resp. a connection) which possesses the property stated in Theorem 2 (resp. Th. 1) will be called n-universal.
Theorem 2 is also valid with " p-form " replaced by " exterior p-form." A universal exterior p-form is obtained by alternating a universal p-form.
Proof of Theorem 1. We now prove Theorem 1 assuming Theorem 2. Let F be a differentiable G-bundle which is n-universal, and yl any connection on F. On the other hand, let E be a G-bundle and cao a 1-form on E of the adjoint type which is n-universal for such forms. Consider the G-bundle B== FXE, the action of G on B being given by (f,e)g= (fg,eg), fCF , e C E, g C G. Let q1: B-> F, q,: B E be the canonical projections, which are clearly G-morphisms. The differential form yo = q, *y1 + q2*ao is a connection form on B since q,*yl is a connection form and q2,'c0 is a 1-form of the adjoint type. We assert that yo is n-universal for connections in G-bundles.
In fact let P be any G-bundle with base of dimension ?< n and y any con-:nection on P. Since F is a n-universal bundle, there exists a G-morphism *,: P -* F. Then -y -** (y) is a 1-form of the adjoint type. since y and *I* (yi) are connection forms on P. Let I2: P -E F be a G-morphism such This makes of F X E1 a G-bundle E. Let q1 and q2 be the projections of F X E1 onto F and E1 respectively. The p-form o = q2,*1 is of type p since q2: E -* E1 is a f-morphism and a, of type j. We now prove that ao is a n-universal p-form of type p. In fact, let P be a G This completes the proof in the compact case.
6. Proof of Theorem 2. The general case. Let G be a connected Lie group and K a maximal compact subgroup of G. We denote by f the inclusion map K--G. We seek to construct a n-universal p-form of type p, where p is any finite dimensional representation of G. From ? 5, there exists a n-universal p-form a of type (p of) on a K-bundle E1. Then the p-form ao= Tf (a,) on the G-bundle E = Tf (E1) is n-universal for p-forms of type p. In fact, let P be a G-bundle over a base of dimension ? n and a a p-form of type p on P. It is well known that there exists a K-bundle P, such that Tf (P,) is G-isomorphic to P (reduction of structure group to K, see [6. ? 12] ). We identify P and Tf(P,) by such an isomorphism. Consider the form if*((a) on P1 which is of type pof. Now let I,: P,-> E be a Kmorphism such that Iy, ((X1) = Remark. Theorems 1 and 2 hold even when G is a Lie group with a finite number of connected components; our proofs continue to be valid in this case.
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